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The temperature contrast across Europe this morning 
was simply outrageous. 

67°C difference between southern Greece  and 
northern Sweden 
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Replying to �ScottDuncanWX
Astonishing overnight temperature in Greece with several weather stations 
reporting over 30°C

African warmth and foehn effect here. Nice summary by @extremetemps

 · 16hExtreme Temperatures Around The World @extremetemps

Extraordinary heat in �Greece. In the middle of the night 2 days from 
the meteorological winter, Chania is recording >30C (THIRTY degrees) 
at local 3am, which is well above a summer average night. For the end 
of November it's near record even for tropical latitudes ! H/T/meteo.gr
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This follows closely behind Sweden's coldest night in 40 years.

�wo extremes simultaneously.

 · Nov 28Scott Duncan �ScottDuncanWX

Show this thread

Brutally cold in Sweden  last night with temperatures dropping to a 
staggering -37.3°C (-35.1°F).

Really impressive low temperatures for this stage of the winter in the 
north of the country. Cold spreading quite widely through Europe as we 
sppeak.
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You can see the jet stream dive south over western Europe while South East 
Europe sees the strong south-westerly flow lift out of North Africa.

· 10mScott Duncan �ScottDuncanWX
While much of Europe feels the chill, the incredible warmth in south-east 
Europe would have been accompanied by strong winds.

The very high temperatures observed overnight require the strong winds and 
foehn effect. 

Very impressive weather setup in Europe right now.
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